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As “record highs” have returned to the headlines, complacency has returned as well. Global
Sentiment Composite has reached levels of optimism previously seen before the market declines that
started in July, April and last January. Yet breadth has remained divergent and global confirmation
has been lacking. Among the 49 MSCI indices, the U.S. and four other indices have reached record
highs. But only 20% of the indices are within 5% of record highs. However, a big difference between
today and previous runs at new highs after Jan. 2018 is that far more global markets are
participating, which is encouraging. To think about the start of a strong new upleg, it is an
indispensable condition that the movement becomes global. On the contrary, the
confirmation of a new FOMO episode, would be the prelude to a correction.
We believe there’s reason to hope a yearend rally, as two of our three prerequisites have been met,
more reasonable earnings expectations and reduced recession fears. The third, “extreme pessimism”,
has not. The recent recovery should continue with the caveat that optimistic sentiment could drive
short-term pullbacks, as it must be relieved. Once it happened, given the positive correlation
between equities and bond yields, a broadening stock market advance would most likely be
accompanied by a bond yield breakout.
Our Global Asset Allocation Fund, fLAB Core H-USD, has remained practically unchanged in
October (+0.07%), thus performing 10.07% YTD.
For November, our Asset Allocation model increases 4% stocks against bonds, standing at: 48%
Equities, 39% government bonds and 13% cash. At 31st October, we don’t see a clear improvement
of indicators yet, especially in those about relative trend of stocks versus bonds.

Within equity allocation, few changes to note. We have carried out the monthly rebalancing adding
more exposure to Emerging Markets and the US. Even so, we stay quite neutral on a geographical
basis and continue to hold a defensive/cyclical exposure until we see more evidence that a new
market advance is sustainable. On the fixed income side, we have seen that between negative rates,
inverted yield curves, and dysfunctional money markets, the world’s leading central banks are
beginning to rethink their approaches to monetary policy. As a result, the developed world’s yield
curves, as measured by the 10-2 spread, have converged in the incease. The global bond rally may
be nearing its end, at least temporarily. If broad market confirms US breakout, we are likely to see
bond prices correct its overvaluation. For now, we have reduced US Treasuries exposure on the 7-10
Tranche getting slightly underweight, but keeping our fixed income duration around 9 (being 3.57 for
the overall portfolio) aligned with our objective models. In terms of currency, our real dollar exposure
remains around 14%.
Our Relative Return Fund, fLAB Satellite H-USD, has been almost flat during the past
month (+0.04%), thus accumulating 1.83% YTD.
In October, the preference for risky assets has benefited some of our Multi strategy bets, such as
commodities and thematic investments. Gold, which weights 4.3%, has also been a great contributor.
Unfortunately, these good results have been offset by the negative performance of our low risk
diversified fixed income portfolio, which represents 74% of the fund. We believe the equity market
might need to consolidate recent gains in order to relieve short-term excesses, and we will try to
take advantage of it without forgetting our target volatility of 3%. On the other hand, if the economic
outlook turns bullish with broad based confirmation, we will adapt our portfolio duration being able to
turn it into negative territory.

Note : We remind you that we have launched fLAB Core & fLAB Satellite clean share classes in both EUR
and USD, applying the same management fees as the cheapest Institutional class. Please check new ISIN codes
by clicking the links down here.

Monthly factsheets
Please find attached the Fact Sheets of our main Luxembourg products fLAB Core & fLAB Satellite,
available in EUR, USD, GBP and SGD

You can ﬁnd all Technical Info, KIIDs, Prospectus, Investment Strategy and all about the Ucits
Fund at: http://www.ﬂabfunds.com
Please keep us informed if you need further information.
Kind regards,

Oscar Alvarez, Chairman
oscaralvarez@ﬂabfunds.com
fLAB fUNDS Sicav
44 Rue de la Vallée
L-2661 Luxembourg
www.ﬂabfunds.com
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